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Off-resonant double-resonance optical-pumping spectra and their
application in a multiphoton cesium magneto-optical trap∗
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We present an investigation of double-resonance optical pumping (DROP) spectra under the condition of single-
photon frequency detuning based on a cesium 6S1/2–6P3/2–8S1/2 ladder-type system with a room-temperature vapor cell.
Two DROP peaks are found, and their origins are explored. One peak has a narrow linewidth due to the atomic coherence
for a counterpropagating configuration; the other peak has a broad linewidth, owing to the spontaneous decay for a coprop-
agating configuration. This kind of off-resonant DROP spectrum can be used to control and offset-lock a laser frequency
to a transition between excited states. We apply this technique to a multiphoton cesium magneto-optical trap, which can
efficiently trap atoms on both red and blue sides of the two-photon resonance.
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1. Introduction
Doppler-free spectroscopy between excited states has

been investigated and widely used in applications such as fre-
quency references in optical communication, high-resolution
spectroscopy, and laser cooling/trapping of atoms. A new
method for excited states spectroscopy – double-resonance
optical pumping (DROP) spectroscopy – is based on the in-
teraction of atoms with two optical fields resonantly tuned to
the two transitions that share a common intermediate excited
state in a ladder-type atomic system.[1,2] Unlike the sophis-
ticated optical-optical double resonance (OODR) technique,
which works by detecting the atomic population in the inter-
mediate excited state,[3,4] DROP detects the variation of the
atomic population in the ground state. Consequently, it can
remarkably improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ex-
cited spectrum for an atomic system whose lower transition
has a very large spontaneous decay rate. DROP spectra have
been studied and have many applications, such as stabilizing
a laser’s frequency to an atomic excited state transition, pre-
cise measurement of the hyperfine splitting of atomic excited
states, determination of the hyperfine structure constant, and
so on.[5–10] However, the above investigations have all been
focused on the resonant DROP spectra. DROP spectra under
the off-resonant (single-photon frequency detuning) condition
are seldom studied.[11]

In this paper, we investigate the off-resonant DROP spec-

tra based on a cesium 6S1/2–6P3/2–8S1/2 ladder-type system
with an atomic vapor cell near room temperature. When the
lower laser is detuned from the lower transition, the upper
laser is oppositely detuned from the upper transition for the
requirement of zero two-photon detuning. This provides us
with an effective method to offset-lock the upper laser by us-
ing the off-resonant DROP spectra, and to conveniently con-
trol the single-photon detuning of the upper laser by adjust-
ing the single-photon detuning of the lower laser. This offset-
locking scheme has been be used in laser frequency stabiliza-
tion, imaging of cold atoms without a background, and four-
wave mixing experiments.[12–16] Here, we apply this offset-
locking scheme in a frequency system for a new-type cesium
magneto-optical trap (MOT) configuration, the multiphoton
cesium MOT.[17] The multiphoton MOT cools and traps neu-
tral atoms partially by employing a radiation force due to the
transition between atomic excited states, instead of the one due
to the single-photon transition between the ground state and
the excited state in the conventional cesium MOT.[18–20] It al-
lows completely background-free detection of laser-induced-
fluorescence (LIF) photons of the trapped cold atoms in the
MOT.[13] It is also possible to directly generate a twin beam
(or correlated photon pairs) in this multiphoton MOT based
on a diamond-configuration four-wave mixing process.[15,16]

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the experimental setup of the off-resonant DROP spec-
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troscopy, and use it for offset-locking of the upper laser op-
erated at the excited states transition for laser cooling in the
multiphoton cesium MOT. In Section 3, we discuss the experi-
mental results. Section 3 is divided into two subsections, deal-
ing with the off-resonant DROP spectra and the multiphoton
cesium MOT, respectively. Finally, we draw a conclusion.

2. Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagrams of the experi-
mental setup for the off-resonant cesium DROP spectroscopy
and the multiphoton cesium MOT. In the DROP experiments,
the lower laser as the probe laser is provided by an external
cavity diode laser (ECDL1), which is locked to the cesium

6S1/2F = 4 (state |g〉)–6P3/2F ′ = 5 (state |e〉) cycling transi-
tion by using polarization spectroscopy. The probe laser fre-
quency detuning ∆p from the cesium |g〉–|e〉 transition can be
changed by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM3). The up-
per laser as the coupling laser is supplied by another exter-
nal cavity diode laser (ECDL3), which is scanning over the
6P3/2F ′= 5 (state |e〉)–8S1/2F ′′= 4 (state |e′′〉) transition. The
counterpropagating probe and coupling laser beams overlap in
a 5-cm-long cesium vapor cell near room temperature by a
dichroic filter (DF). The DROP spectra detected by a photo-
diode (PD) are recorded on a digital storage oscilloscope (not
shown in Fig. 1), and the frequency is calibrated using a confo-
cal Fabry–Perot cavity (also not shown in Fig. 1) with a finesse
of ∼ 100 and a free spectral range of 735 MHz.
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Fig. 1. (color online) Schematic diagrams of (a) the setup for the off-resonant DROP spectroscopy and (b) the multiphoton cesium
MOT. (c) Simplified level diagram and the related hyperfine levels. Keys to the figure: ECDL: external-cavity diode laser; SAS:
saturated-absorption spectroscope; PS: polarization spectroscope; AOM: acousto-optical modulator; lock-in: lock-in amplifier; P-I:
proportion and integration amplifier; SIN: sine-wave signal generator; DF: dichroic filter; M: mirror; PBS: polarization beam splitting
cube; λ/2: half-wave plate; PD: photodiode; σ+ : σ+ circular polarization; σ− : σ− circular polarization; I: the current of anti-
Helmholtz coils; APD: avalanched photodiode.

The multiphoton MOT employs a radiation force due to
the |e〉–|e′′〉 transition along one axis of the MOT (here the
y axis, see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)) and due to the |g〉–|e〉 transi-
tion along the other two axes (here the x and z axes). This
is clearly different from the conventional MOT, which cools
and traps atoms using the radiation force completely due to
the |g〉–|e〉 transition along all x, y, and z axes. The 852.3
nm cooling/trapping beams (Rabi frequency Ωge) along the x
and z axes are provided by the ECDL1 with frequency detun-
ing ∆p =−10 MHz from the |g〉–|e〉 transition. The 794.6 nm
cooling/trapping beams (Rabi frequency Ωee′′) along the y axis

is provided by the ECDL3 with frequency detuning ∆c from
the |e〉–|e′′〉 transition, so the two-photon frequency detuning
is δ2 =−10 MHz + ∆c for the cascade |g〉–|e〉–|e′′〉 two-photon
excitation. The helicities of the 794.6 nm cooling laser beams
for the 6P–8S transition are opposite to those for the 6S–6P
transition in the conventional MOT. The ECDL3 is locked us-
ing the off-resonant DROP spectra, the detailed locking tech-
nique has been presented in our previous work.[2] The ECDL
2 serves as the repumping laser, and is locked to the cesium
F = 3 to F ′ = 4 transition by using the saturated absorption
spectroscopic (SAS) locking scheme.
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3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1. Off-resonant double-resonance optical-pumping spec-

tra

For the cesium 6S1/2–6P3/2–8S1/2 ladder-type system,
the DROP detects the variation of the atomic population in the
ground state |g〉 due to the |g〉–|e〉–|e′′〉 cascade two-photon
excitation and thereafter due to the cascade spontaneous de-
cay to another hyperfine fold F = 3 in the ground state. When
the probe laser is locked to the |g〉–|e〉 transition, part of the
zero-velocity atoms will be populated on state |e〉. When the
upper laser is scanned over the |e〉–|e′′〉 transition, part of the
atoms on state |e〉 are further excited to state |e′′〉. Finally,
some zero-velocity atoms on state |e′′〉 will decay to another
hyperfine fold F = 3 in the ground state via 8S1/2F ′′ = 4–
6P3/2F ′ = 3(4)–6S1/2F = 3 and 8S1/2F ′′ = 4–7P1/2(7P3/2)–
6S1/2F = 3 cascade decay channels (some hyperfine levels are
not shown in Fig. 1(c)), which will decrease the absorption of
the probe beam, forming the DROP spectra. Now, the ob-
served DROP spectrum corresponds to the |e〉–|e′′〉 resonant
transition.[1,2]

When the lower laser has a single-photon detuning ∆p to
the |g〉–|e〉 transition, for example, ∆p = 120 MHz, we often
see double DROP peaks for a counter-propagating (CTP) con-
figuration (the lower trace in Fig. 2(a)) and a co-propagating
(CP) configuration (the upper trace in Fig. 2(a)). The related
experimental parameters are as follows: the diameter and the
power of the probe laser are ∼ 2.0 mm and ∼ 0.3 mW, and
those of the coupling laser are ∼ 2.2 mm and ∼ 6 mW, re-
spectively. Similar experimental results have been reported in
Ref. [11]. Note that the two peaks are symmetrically situated
on the two sides of the double-resonance point (∆p = ∆c = 0).
In the case of the CTP configuration, the left peak can be eas-
ily understood: when ∆p = 120 MHz, a group of atoms on
state |g〉 with certain velocity V along the probe laser direction
(the Doppler shift ∆ fp = −V fp/c = −V/λp = −120 MHz,
here fp is probe laser’s frequency, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, λp = c/ fp is the probe laser’s wavelength) will be
populated on state |e〉, and these atoms have a Doppler shift
∆ fc =V fc/c =V/λc = (λp/λc)∆ fp ≈+129 MHz for the up-
per laser, so this peak will appear when the upper laser is
scanned to ∆c =−129 MHz. We ascribe the right DROP peak
of the lower trace in Fig. 2(a) to a coupling beam’s reflection
on the surface of a cesium vapor cell, which simultaneously
forms a CP configuration with the probe beam as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Because the intensity of the reflection beam is much
weaker, this yields that the right peak is weak.

In the case of the CP configuration, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
the double peaks are explained by similar reasons as those
above. In the upper trace in Fig. 2(a), we can clearly see
that the left peak results from the coupling beam’s reflection

on the surface of the cesium vapor cell (simultaneously form-
ing a CTP configuration with the probe beam, as shown in
Fig. 2(c)), and it has a narrow linewidth compared with the
right peak for the CP configuration. This happens because the
electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT) exists for the
counterpropagating probe and the coupling beams, which sup-
presses the linewidth of the DROP spectrum,[21] and because
the intensity of the reflection beam is much weaker, which
yields the weak left peak. However, for the CP configura-
tion, the EIT is almost submerged by the Doppler effect for
the ladder-type atomic system in a room temperature vapor
cell.[22–25] Thus, the right peak for the copropagating probe
and the coupling beams is mainly due to the DROP process ac-
companied with the spontaneous emission, and it has a broad
linewidth.
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When the probe laser has a single-photon detuning ∆p =

−30 MHz, we demonstrate the off-resonant DROP spectra for
CP and CTP configurations with different angles (from 0◦ to
7.6◦) between the coupling laser beam and the axis of the va-
por cell, as shown in Fig. 3. When the angle is increased,
the peaks due to the reflection of cesium vapor cell’s surface
become weaker and cannot even be seen. This happens be-
cause the overlap region between the reflection coupling beam
and the probe beam is becoming smaller (the number of atoms
inside this region is also getting smaller). However, the dou-
ble peaks keep the same frequency intervals. Thus, the above
phenomena directly prove that these small peaks come from
the reflection of the coupling beam on the cesium vapor cell’s
surface.
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Fig. 4. (color online) (a) Off-resonant DROP spectra for copropagating
(CP) configuration at different probe laser’s frequency detunings. (b)
The dependence of the frequency span between the left (right) peak and
the double-resonance point (∆p = ∆c = 0) upon the probe laser’s fre-
quency detuning for CTP (CP) configurations, as shown in the lower
(upper) trace.

Figure 4(a) shows the off-resonant DROP spectra in the

cases of ∆p = +30 MHz, +90 MHz, +120 MHz for the
CP configuration. The dependence of the frequency inter-
vals between the left (right) peaks and the double-resonance
point (∆p = ∆c = 0) upon single-photon detuning ∆p is shown
as the lower (upper) data points in Fig. 4(b) for the CTP
(CP) configurations. The relevant slope of the upper (lower)
data points is K1 = 1.116 (K2 = −1.079) from the linear fit-
ting, which should be in accordance with the value λp/λc =

852.3/794.6 = 1.073 for the wavelength mismatch between
the probe and the coupling lasers.[25,26] Thus, if we know ∆p,
we can obtain ∆c = ∆p (λp/λc) of these peaks relative to the
double-resonance point, and further obtain the two-photon de-
tuning δ2 in the multiphoton cesium MOT experiment when
the upper laser is offset locked via the off-resonant DROP
spectrum.

3.2. Application of the off-resonant DROP spectra for
multiphoton cesium MOT

In our multiphoton cesium MOT experiment, the counter-
propagating 794.6 nm cooling/trapping laser beams along the
y axis with a diameter of ∼ 2.2 mm is provided by ECDL3,
which is offset locked to the |e〉–|e′′〉 transition using the off-
resonant DROP spectrum in the case of the CTP configura-
tion (for higher SNR and narrower linewidth compared those
in the CP configuration). Its single-photon detuning ∆c can
be conveniently controlled by AOM3. The detailed locking
technique can be found in our previous work.[2] Typical ex-
perimental parameters of our multiphoton cesium MOT are as
follows: the power of the 852.3 nm cooling/trapping beams
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with a diameter of ∼ 2.2 mm along the x and z axes is up to
∼ 3.4 mW, its single-photon detuning from the |g〉–|e〉 tran-
sition is ∆p = −10 MHz; the power of the 794.6 nm cool-
ing/trapping beams along the y axis is ∼ 8.6 mW, its two-
photon detuning is δ2 =−12.1 MHz; the power of the repump-
ing laser beams with a diameter of ∼ 2.2 mm along the z axis
is ∼ 3.6 mW; and the gradient of the quadruple magnetic field
along the z axis generated by the anti-Helmholtz coils is about
20 Gauss/cm.

We plot the peak fluorescence intensity of the cold atom
cloud versus the two-photon detuning δ2 in Fig. 5, which
clearly shows that the multiphoton cesium MOT can effi-
ciently trap atoms with both red and blue two-photon detuning
δ2. With the red two-photon detuning, the cooling/trapping
mechanism can be understood using a two-photon Doppler
cooling picture, which is similar to the conventional MOT.
With the blue two-photon detuning, the cooling/trapping
mechanism may be explained using the multiphoton polariza-
tion gradient cooling.[17] The above experimental results are
very different from the conventional 852.3 nm cesium MOT,
which can only trap atoms at red detuning.
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Note that the trapped atoms will be populated on the state
8S1/2F ′′ = 4, and then emit fluorescence photons at 761.1 nm
and 894.6 nm via the intermediate state 6P1/2 in the two-
photon cooling process of the multiphoton MOT, as shown in
Fig. 1(c). The detected fluorescence photons with wavelength
761.1 nm or 894.6 nm can be easily separated from the back-
ground 852.3 nm photons from the cooling and the repump-
ing laser beams with a high-suppress-ratio 761 nm or 895 nm
interference filter in front of the detector. So we can realize
the background-free fluorescence detection of cold atoms,[13]

which is helpful for weak signal detection (such as a single
atom). In order to apply the multiphoton MOT to single atom
experiments, we also investigate the dependence of the loading

rate of the multiphoton MOT on the quadruple magnetic gra-

dient. When ignoring the trap loss due to cold collisions in the

MOT, the total number N(t) of cold atoms in the MOT is given

by the solution to a simple rate equation dN/dt = RL−N/τ .

By assuming N(t = 0) = 0, the loading rate equation can be

written as[19]

N(t) = RLτ[1− exp(−t/τ)], (1)

where RL is the loading rate, and τ is the lifetime, which of-

ten depends on the background vacuum pressure. The fluores-

cence rate f from the detector is proportional to the numbers

N of the trapped atoms, f/N =C, where C is a constant, which

is related with the fluorescence photon collection efficiency of

the detector, frequency detuning, and the intensity of the cool-

ing laser.[27] So, we can obtain the fluorescence rate f (t) as

f (t) =CN(t) =CRLτ[1− exp(−t/τ)]. (2)

When turning on the multiphoton MOT, the loading

curves are obtained by recording the fluorescence of cold

atoms using an APD worked in the photon-counting mode

(time bin: 50 ms). Figure 6 shows the loading curves for dif-

ferent quadruple magnetic gradients. The experimental data

are fitted with Eq. (2), and the parameters τ and CRL are given.

For different quadruple magnetic gradients, the lifetime is ap-

proximately the same, τ = 0.32± 0.05 s. According to the

measured lifetime τ , our background vacuum pressure is es-

timated to be 2.0× 10−8 Torr. The tendency of CRL versus

quadruple magnetic gradient is plotted in Fig. 7, and the ex-

perimental error of 10% is from the fluctuation of the number

of cold atoms in the multiphoton MOT. With the increase of

the quadruple magnetic gradient (> 40 Gauss/cm), the load-

ing rate rapidly decreases. Haubrich et al. gave a simpli-

fied analytic model for atom loading in a large-magnetic-field

gradient MOT, the loading rate is sensitive to the magnetic

gradient[28,29]

RL ∝ (dB/dz)−14/3. (3)

The dependence of loading rates CRL on the quadruple

magnetic gradient is fitted by formula (3), as shown in Fig. 7,

and the experimental data are in agreement with the theoretical

prediction. This is helpful for our realization of single-atom

multiphoton MOTs and investigation of the statistical charac-

teristics of the fluorescence photons.[30]
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In addition, in this multiphoton cesium MOT it is possible
to directly generate a twin beam (or correlated photon pairs) at
761.1 nm and 894.6 nm based on the diamond-level structure
four-wave mixing process as shown in Fig. 1(c),[15,16,31,32] in
which the two cooling lasers (852.3 nm and 794.6 nm) again
serve as the two pump lasers in the four-wave mixing process.
This method can be extended to the Rubidium atom multipho-
ton MOT. In this case one photon, with wavelength 780 nm, is
suited for mapping to a long-lived atomic quantum memory,
and the other photon, with wavelength 1.53 µm, is ideal for
long-distance quantum communication.

4. Conclusion
We have investigated the off-resonant DROP spectra with

a room-temperature cesium vapor cell and have explored the
origins of the double DROP peaks in experiment. The off-
resonant DROP spectra can be used to conveniently control the
single-photon frequency detuning of the upper laser by chang-
ing the single-photon detuning of the lower laser, which cou-
ples the ground state and the shared intermediate excited state.

This provides us with an effective method for offset-locking
a laser to the transition between excited states using an off-
resonant DROP spectrum. We have applied this technique to
a multiphoton cesium MOT, measured the dependence of the
loading rate on the quadruple magnetic gradient, and briefly
discussed a proposal of the direct generation of a twin beam in
cold atoms from a multiphoton MOT.
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